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Abstract
Early discovery of COVID-19 infection represents the basis for mitigating transmission of a SARS-CoV-2
infection to other susceptible individuals. Changes in physiological signals might represent one of the key
infection indicators. To obtain collection of physiological signals used firstly for training the machine learning
models and then for predicting the existence of the infection, it is necessary to create the infrastructure for
data extraction and analysis. This document describes the steps and infrastructure for extraction of users’
physiological signals using the Ava wearable device and complementary mobile application. We describe the
four phases undertaken to analyse and adjust the data generating mechanisms including: Set up; Data
collection, cleaning, filtering, storage and transfer; Data analysis; and Reporting.

Introduction
Changes in physiological parameters have alerted individuals and medical professionals to a potential
infection for a least a century. As early as 1927, researchers have published on the increase in pulse rate
associated with fever and illness. [1] Until recently, doctors have necessarily relied on highly specialized
medical devices, diagnostic tests and personal knowledge to identify illness associated with biophysical
symptoms. Wearable sensor technology has catalysed individualized medicine, enabling for the first time
reliable, nearly continuous monitoring of physiological changes. Patients no longer need to rely on single point
episodes of arrhythmias, for example, occurring while in person at the doctor’s office for diagnosis and
treatment. Instead, wearable devices enable individuals to measure, track and record changes in heart rate
and other vital signs over time while attending their day-to-day activities. Paired with artificial intelligence to
detect abnormalities from individual baseline, wearable sensor technology can provide real-time feedback to
the user about an ongoing or impending health event, e.g., atrial fibrillation notification on the Apple Watch [2].
Initial studies have demonstrated high levels of accuracy for detecting a range of maladies including Lyme
Disease [3], broken bones [4], depression, seizures, diabetes, and obstructive sleep apnoea [3][5][6]. In many
cases, the wearable device systems have outperformed the current standard of care and diagnosis by
doctors, leading European and American regulatory authorities to approve them for use as medical devices
[7].
Concurrent with advances in wearable sensor technology, convergent evidence has demonstrated how
certain biophysical markers uniquely change in relationship to natural or pathogen causes. Only within the last
five years has ambulatory data gathered daily enabled researchers to document phase-based changes in
temperature, breathing rate, and heart rate variability associated with the menstrual cycle, for example,
thereby enabling personalized predictions of impending ovulation [7][8][9]. Similarly, wearable sensors
tracking changes in resting heart rate and activity levels have identified outbreaks of influenza prior to
participant-reported symptom onset [10][11]. A follow-up study has further shown influenza’s unique
biophysical signature compared to SARS-CoV-2 infections using wearable sensor data [12].
Identifying SARS-CoV-2’s effect on physiological parameters represents a significant scientific step towards
returning to a pre-pandemic life. The United States’ Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) has
estimated that more than half of all SARS-CoV-2 transmissions occur due to asymptomatic or presymptomatic individuals [13]. Proof-of-concept and pilot studies have shown that algorithms ingesting
wearable sensor data could detect COVID-19 in many participants prior to symptom onset [14][15][16][17]. To
date, these studies have applied their algorithms retrospectively; the researchers trained their models on an
initial clinical sample before validating them on a holdout set or a new population only after data collection’s
completion [15][16][18]. Several published protocols have proposed prospectively testing a machine learning
algorithm for detecting SARS-CoV-2 infections [19][20][21][22], highlighting the need for real-time feedback to
help individuals determine if they should self-isolate or seek further diagnostic input.
One of the first randomized controlled trials in this space, the COVID-RED study leverages existing wearable
sensor technology (the Ava bracelet) and a novel mobile application (Ava COVID-RED) to investigate how a
pilot-developed algorithm can accurately detect pre-symptomatic SARS-CoV-2 infection compared to current
standard of care. This report outlines the process necessary to update existing wearable sensor data capture
and transmission strategies for implementation in COVID-RED. Ensuring the sensor-collected data could be
extracted and analyzed in line with the project’s overall objectives required several steps, including: Set up;
Data collection, cleaning, filtering, storage and transfer, Data analysis and Reporting. Each stage is explained
in greater detail in the following chapters.
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Set up
The system for early COVID-19 detection has three major parts (Figure 1):
•

The wristworn Ava bracelet, used for acquiring physiological signals;

•

The Ava COVID-RED mobile application (Android or iOS), used for downloading signal data from the
bracelet and syncing it to the backend server;

•

The cloud infrastructure, used for storing all physiological signals and generating an algorithm-based
prediction of potential SARS-CoV-2 infection.

Figure 1: System for collection of wearable-measured physiological signals and COVID-19 prediction generation.

The sensor system on the Ava bracelet includes temperature sensors, an accelerometer, and a
photoplethysmograph (PPG) sensor (see Figure 2). The temperature sensor measures changes in wrist skin
temperature while the accelerometer detects movement and helps determine when the user’s asleep. Finally,
the PPG sensor detects blood volume variations in the microvascular tissue via a light source that allows
photodetectors to detect the reflected light intensity. In addition to wrist skin temperature and sleep data, the
Ava bracelet measures breathing rate, heart rate, heart rate variability (HRV), and skin perfusion. The sensors
collect data 25 times per second while the user sleeps. Originally designed for fertility tracking, the Ava
bracelet has received Food and Drug Administration (FDA) clearance and meets standards for CE-marking as
a Class IIA medical device.
The system’s second component, its mobile application (app), comprises the user interface, where COVIDRED participants can both input and receive data. In the Daily Diary log (detailed more extensively in
Deliverable 1.3), individuals can record COVID-19 symptoms and potential confounds (e.g., antipyretic
medication). Additionally, the Ava COVID-RED app interfaces directly with the Ava bracelet, enabling
participants to manually sync the physiological data recorded on the hardware with the backend server. The
app also shows algorithm-generated real-time alerts based on device-collected physiological data back to the
user after syncing. In particular, the infection detection algorithm runs on the third component, the cloud
3
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Figure 2: The Ava bracelet and its included sensors.

infrastructure, and then signals to the app to display one of three indicators related to a potential SARS-CoV-2
infection: no physiological deviations or COVID-19 symptoms detected; some physiological deviations and/or
COVID-19 symptoms detected; or, physiological deviations and/or symptoms indicative a potential COVID-19
infection detection detected. For a more detailed description of the algorithm’s development and in-app signal
display, please refer to Deliverables 1.4 and 1.3 respectively.
Finally, the cloud-based processes are triggered by user actions such as completing initial onboarding, Daily
Diary logging or downloading (syncing) data from the bracelet. All data uploaded by each participant is saved
in raw format on an S3 Amazon Web Services (AWS) web server and forwarded for further processing to a
proprietary Health Extraction Worker explained further in the chapters below. The wearable device
manufacturer abides by General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and employs region-specific AWS
servers. All participant data is stored anonymously using each person’s COVID-RED assigned clinical ID with
personally identifiable information (PII) stored separately.

Data collection, cleaning and filtering
The process of collecting physiological parameters from a wristworn device suffers from exposure to
environmental artifacts due to normal movements while asleep unrelated to illness-related changes. Thus, the
first step in data collection involves pre-processing to reduce the risk that these artifacts could jeopardize the
signal’s quality. To that end, we strove to make the acquisition process as robust as possible and to exclude
potentially inaccurate data points from analysis.
We developed the Health Extraction Worker with the purpose of cleaning and filtering the raw data collected
by the Ava bracelet. Based on pre-existing knowledge from the Ava Fertility Tracker, we identified scenarios
when the data behaves suspiciously and may hit at poor quality. In particular, we flagged times when:
•

The signal recording was less than 4 hours (defined as the time between the first and last time stamp,
without regard to the absolute number of recorded measurements);

•

The signal recording included less than 3 hours of sleep (defined as at least 1080 time points);

•

A skin temperature reading outside of the 30-42°C range (suggesting a potential error in the
temperature sensor);

•

An undefined heart rate feature (suggesting a potential error in the PPG sensor); and,

•

The Health Extraction Worker process crashed.
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The Health Extraction Worker marks a recording as QUALITY_STOP if any of the above scenarios occurred.
The explicit reason for appearance of QUALITY_STOP is not saved in the database, but for debug purposes,
it can be reproduced using raw data files stored on an S3 bucket.
There is also a special flag called QUALITY_ERROR which occurs when the entire duration of a sleep-event
(real time between first and last recording), is missing more than two thirds of the data it should contain. This
typically occurs due to participant error or a device defect (e.g., the bracelet turns on for a few minutes while
not being worn).
Before calculating the nightly features for algorithm ingestion, the raw physiological signals are filtered using
movement data from the accelerometer sensor. The sleep filter identifies only those signals recorded during
sleep and passes them on for data analysis.

Data analysis
After excluding poor quality data, the Health Extraction Worker performs a statistical analysis on the remaining
wearable-collected data. It creates feature sets and components by transforming the data into single or
multiple values that are representative of a user’s physiological state for that night. Depending on the
physiological parameter, one or more measurements may be used (e.g., the median versus the mean). Some
of the nightly features include:
•

Skin temperature

•

Breathing rate

•

Heart rate

•

The standard deviation of the N-N interval (SDNN; a measure of HRV)

•

Root mean square of successive differences between normal heartbeats (RMSSD; a measure of
HRV)

•

HRV Ratio

•

Skin perfusion

•

Last sync date between bracelet and the mobile app

•

Last sync date between the mobile app and the backend server

•

Data quality (QUALITY_PASS, QUALITY_STOP or QUALITY_ERROR)

•

Total sleep (in seconds)

•

Percentage of light sleep

•

Percentage of deep sleep

This set of features is generated on a daily basis from signals acquired during sleep and passed to the trained
machine learning model explained in Deliverable 1.4. A subset of all physiological signals collected by the Ava
bracelet are then ingested by the algorithm to predict an impending SARS-CoV-2 infection.

Reporting
Through the Ava COVID-RED smartphone application, the COVID-RED participant receives insights about
the values of the physiological signals from all nights when the bracelet was worn. Each user can see monthly
5
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graphs of their physiological parameters, including resting pulse rate, skin temperature, breathing rate,
amount of sleep and heart rate variability ratio (Figure 3a). The participant can toggle each graph on or off
based on their personal preference through the Settings menu in the app.
Figure 3: The Ava COVID-RED mobile app is designed to be used in conjunction with the Ava bracelet and provides the user with
health charts showing changes in physiological parameters over time (A). COVID-RED participants can also log results from
diagnostic tests or COVID-19 symptoms in the Daily Diary log (B) which asks them to confirm a positive SARS-CoV-2 test prior to
switching to “Confirmed COVID-19” mode (C).
a)

b)

c)

The probability of accurately diagnosing a SARS-CoV-2 infection increases with additional feedback. To
ensure the infection detection algorithm accounts for expected physiological changes due to alcohol intake or
ovulation, COVID-RED participants are asked to record additional information in the Daily Diary survey
section of the Ava COVID-RED app. As shown in Figure 3b, an individual can input COVID-19 symptoms,
results from a diagnostic COVID-19 test, alcohol and recreational drug use, their oral temperature,
medication, and vaccination.
The current machine learning algorithm (v1.0) ingests nightly physiological data and self-reported symptoms
to alert participants to a potential SARS-CoV-2 infection in real time. After syncing their bracelet upon waking,
the participant may receive one of three messages on their home screen: no physiological deviations or
COVID-19 symptoms detected; some physiological deviations and/or COVID-19 symptoms detected; or,
physiological deviations and/or symptoms indicative of a potential COVID-19 infection detected. For more
detailed information on the home screen alerts including screenshots, please see Deliverable 1.3. Over the
course of the COVID-RED clinical trial, we will further refine the SARS-CoV-2 detection algorithm based on
both self-reported and wearable sensor data. Throughout the study, however, participants will have access to
their daily infection status and physiological parameters as measured by the Ava bracelet via the Ava COVIDRED mobile app.

Discussion
Recognizing early signs of a SARS-CoV-2 infection can be an essential tool to fight the COVID-19 pandemic
by reducing transmission between individuals. A system for early detection of SARS-CoV-2 must fit into a
person’s every-day life and should not be time consuming or cause additional overhead in order to facilitate its
6
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widespread adoption. For that reason, the Ava bracelet, worn only during sleep, and Ava COVID-RED mobile
app constitute an intuitive solution easily adaptable for every person that owns a smartphone.
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